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Brian:  Thanks.  I would be very interested in seeing a fax of that, when you get a chance.Thanks.To:	Tom 

Samoluk/ARRBcc:	From:	Brian Rosen/ARRBDate:	03/19/97 10:52:44 AMSubject: 	Re: HSCA Draft Final 

ReportI also located a short memorandum of Joe's that notes some differences between the draft and final 

versions of the report.  If you are interested, I could fax it to you.  Let me know.To:	Brian 

Rosen/ARRBcc:	Joseph Freeman/ARRBFrom:	Tom Samoluk/ARRBDate:	03/19/97 10:34:10 AMSubject: 	Re: 

HSCA Draft Final ReportBrian:  Thank you for your response.  I hope that we can move the draft final report, 

since there has been interest in the research community and maybe some press interest, if there are any 

interesting differences between it and the final report.Thanks.TomTo:	Tom Samoluk/ARRBcc:	Joseph 

Freeman/ARRB From:	Brian Rosen/ARRB   Date:	03/19/97 10:25:37 AMSubject:	HSCA Draft Final ReportI 

have located the HSCA Draft Final Report.  Unfortunately, there is no indication that it was ever referred to the 

CIA or any other agency.  The report (the original document) was sitting out of the Security Classified boxes on 

a shelf in aisle 5-A of the SCIF.  Although it was marked for CIA referral, it was not copied and delivered to the 

CIA in October because Cathy only copied for referral those documents that were tabbed and in one of the 

relevant boxes.  After conferring with Bob, I referred the report to the CIA yesterday and expect it back 

relatively shortly.  I also alerted Kevin to the situation and asked him to review the report for possible FBI 

equities and referral.  If I can be of further assistance, please let me know. 
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